Laser processing of protein crystals for native SAD data collection
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Native SAD phasing uses anomalous scattering signals from light atoms such as sulfur and phosphorus in protein crystals. The anomalous signals from these atoms are, however, much weaker than those from heavy atoms that are frequently utilized in protein crystallography. Therefore, high quality data collection is essential for native SAD phasing. Lower energy X-ray is favorable to enhance the anomalous signals but on the other hand X-ray absorption by sample, solvent, and air hinders the diffraction data collection. Here, we present a method minimizing the X-ray absorption; the solvent portion of a mounted frozen crystal is removed or the mounted crystal is spherically shaped by the deep UV laser processing technique 1,2. In this study, crystals of BphA4 and LigM proteins with various size and shape were used. Diffraction data for native SAD phasing were collected with the crystals in two times before and after the laser processing using the X-ray of 3.7 keV and 4.5 keV at BL-1A of Photon Factory (Tsukuba, Japan), equipped with a helium beam path and a helium cold stream to reduce X-ray absorption by air. The data statistics of the laser-processed crystals were much better: the values of I/\sigma(I) and SigAno were significantly increased. The improvement are expected to work advantageously in phase determination by native-SAD method.